





























??New types of oil field development agreement, RSC and ?EOR? PSC, were created and implemented first in 
Malaysia in the quest to develop marginal oil fields and enhance oil recovery ?EOR? in matured oil fields, and 
also in response to ETP’s goal to intensify inward investment.
??Petronas created two more segments other than PSC segment in the market by linking type of oil field ?i.e. 
marginal oil field or existing matured oil fields or large-scale oil field? with type of contract ?i.e. RSC or ?EOR? 
PSC or PSC?.?RSC drew in foreign exploration & development companies and engineering service providers to 
the market for marginal oil fields, whereas ?EOR? PSC drew in integrated oil companies to the market for exist-
ing matured oil fields.
??As the owner of all projects Petronas monitored contractors’ operation in each segment and through doing it 
the company learned and accumulated knowledge on wide-range technologies and project management know-
how.?By utilizing the accumulated knowledge on technology, Petronas formulated its technology agenda focus-
ing on niche and frontier technologies to gain a competitive advantage.?Based on the agenda, the Research and 
Technology Division, in collaboration with outside research institutions, developed new technologies and 
obtained many patents. 
??Under a RSC agreement, a foreign operator has to partner with local firms that must have at least 30% 




their capabilities on technology and project execution through experiential learning.?After operators were 
selected by Petronas, engineering service providers participated actively in the market seeking for engineering 
work from design to procurement and construction which operators outsourced to them.?After these service 
providers entered the market, however, Petronas imposed competition among them to encourage improvement 
of their technology.?Through this combination of opportunity and competition, Petronas moves up the vertical 
value-chain of upstream sector of the Malaysian oil industry.
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